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Short-memory traders and their impact on group
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This article highlights several issues from simulating agent-based
financial markets. These all center around the issue of learning in
a multiagent setting, and specifically the question of whether the
trading behavior of short-memory agents could interfere with the
learning process of the market as whole. It is shown in a simple
example that short-memory traders persist in generating excess
volatility and other features common to actual markets. Problems
related to short-memory trader behavior can be eliminated by
using several different methods. These are discussed along with
their relevance to agent-based models in general.

There is little controversy that learning and adaptation play a
role in economic and social systems. Just what role learning

plays and how it enters into either helping or hurting both the
decision-making of individuals, and groups, and obtaining their
goals is still a major question. This article presents some exam-
ples from agent-based financial markets to show that group
learning and social self-organization can be tricky in many
situations. It also demonstrates that there may be some common
issues related to the learning process of adaptive agents both in
financial markets and other settings.

The key issue for learning in agent-based models is that the
players face a constantly changing environment made up of their
fellow players and their respective strategies. A super rational
learning world would have players trying to carefully second-
guess the moves of all others while trying to out-maneuver
them. Agent-based markets replace this framework with one
of individuals following relatively simple behavioral rules that
are updated over time. Therefore, although they are far from
all-knowing, these participants are still learning and trying
to do the best they can in what might be an ever-changing
environment.

There are many reasons for moving to the boundedly rational
world of agent-based models. First, the computational require-
ments of keeping track of everyone else in a financial market
setting are probably enormous and out of the reach of anyone.
Second, it seems to be the case that most individual behavior is
based on simple ‘‘rules of thumb’’ rather than complicated
deductive logic. Finally, complex rules in many situations may
not be robust to small mistakes. The potential mispecifications
and mistakes made by complicated rules in capturing the world
may lead to their eventual demise.†

The key issue for learning in an agent-based world is that
individuals must learn while other market participants are
learning as well. The environment that they are trying to learn
about is most likely changing over time, as other behaviors
change. The changing endogenous heterogeneity of the popu-
lation greatly affects a person’s ability to figure out what to do.
This obvious aspect of social systems can make learning a simple
market situation difficult and can lead to interesting dynamics,
which in some cases do a good job of replicating time series from
actual markets.

Another crucial part of the learning process presented here is
time. It is not surprising, given that change plays an important

role in these markets, that time will also be a critical feature. In
a changing world agents must take some stand on how they view
the past. If learning requires some data points from the past, then
the question of how far back into the past the learner should go
needs to be answered. For someone believing that the world is
stationary the answer to this question is pretty easy. He or she
should use all available information. However, if one views the
world as constantly in a state of change, then it will be better to
use time series reaching a shorter length into the past. In the
computer experiments presented here, this question will gener-
ally be left to an evolution. In other words, long-memory agents,
using lots of past data, will be pitted against short-memory
agents to see who takes over the market.

A final time issue that will be touched on here is the speed of
learning. The actual rate at which agents learn turns out to a
critical feature in many settings. At first it might seem that
learning as often as possible would be the best strategy to follow,
but we will see that this is often not the case, which is an
interesting nonintuitive result from the agent-based modeling
world.

This article uses a simple agent-based financial market as a
computational example for the points mentioned earlier. Several
things make financial markets an interesting place to apply these
techniques. They produce rich data sets with many outstanding
puzzles that still lack sufficient explanation. They also might be
a system where evolutionary fitness can be reasonably connected
to something that is easily observable—financial wealth. Finally,
on the theoretical side, financial economics has viewed markets
as being in an equilibrium where learning has uncovered most of
what needs to be known. Agents are simply fine-tuning their
models with prices well represented by a common, and agreed
on, pool of financial knowledge. Recently, efficient markets
concepts have been questioned by the growing following of
behavioral economics, which stresses potential psychological
biases and less than optimal behavioral rules of participants.‡
Actually, a key foundation of the efficient markets hypothesis has
been one based on evolution and survival. The idea is that badly
performing trading strategies will be driven out of a market,
leaving only a stable set of optimal, well learned behaviors.§
Unfortunately, this evolutionary argument is wrong. The prob-
lem goes back to the coevolutionary ideas presented previously.
Agent strategy performance is determined by those around the
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agents, not by a static finance benchmark selecting poor per-
formers from good. Although it is possible convergence to some
type of equilibrium can and will occur, convergence depends
critically on the economic setting and the learning dynamics
occurring within it.

Market Description presents a short outline of the model that
will be used in the discussions. Computational Experiments
describes the key results and their implications for the issues
mentioned above. Finally, Summary and Conclusions will con-
clude and make some conjectures about agent modeling in the
future.

Market Description
The market simulations used here are part of the class of
economic models referred to as ‘‘agent-based.’’ Models of this
type consist of large numbers of interacting agents each acting
independently of the others often with active learning and
adaptation.¶ Agent-based markets share many features, such as
many interacting individuals, evolutionary dynamics, learning,
and bounded rationality. However, the key distinguishing feature
is that heterogeneity itself is endogenous. Markets can move
through periods that support a diverse population of beliefs, and
others where these beliefs and strategies might collapse down to
a very small set.

The market description presented here is short. More detailed
descriptions can be found in refs. 20 and 21. The market is a very
simple one with a single equity-like security paying a random
dividend each period and available in a fixed supply of one. This
dividend follows a stochastic growth process that is calibrated to
aggregate dividend series for the U.S. There is a risk-free asset
that is available in infinite supply paying a constant real interest
rate of zero. Portfolios are rebalanced, and trades are made at
a monthly frequency. Also, prices are determined, and dividends
are paid each month, which can be thought of as the basic unit
of time in the market. Therefore, this is more of an experiment
concerned with longer-term macroeconomic behavior as op-
posed to the minute by minute dynamics of day trading.

The market is populated with 500 agents. The agents sign on
to certain investment strategies that can be viewed as mutual
funds or investment advisors. They are represented by artificial
neural networks that map current market information into a
portfolio recommendation, which is the fraction of the portfolio
to be invested in stocks. This value is constrained to be between
zero and one, which excludes short selling and borrowing to
purchase stock. The strategy takes as inputs common financial
information such as dividend price ratios, current and lagged
returns, and two moving average technical indicators. The latter
compare the price to a moving average of past prices and are a
common strategy used by investors in actual markets.

The strategies are evolved over time by using a genetic
algorithm. Fitness is determined simply by whether a strategy has
anyone using it. Unused strategies are discarded, and those in use
can play the role of parents for evolving new strategies for the
future. The genetic algorithm is specially modified to consider
the specific structure of the neural network. When a new rule is
created it must report a complete record of its performance as
though it had existed in the past. However, it does differ from
the real world where new mutual funds can often start with a
clean slate in terms of past performance.

The most crucial aspect of the market is the method by which
agents select strategies. They have well defined preferences over
consumption each period given by

�
t � 0

�

�tE log ct . [1]

They consume a constant fraction of wealth and choose a
strategy to maximize their expected logarithm of returns coming
from the dynamic strategy.� To estimate this objective, they must
use some amount of past data. The amount to use is part of the
agent’s own description. Some will be long-memory types, and
will use many years’ worth of returns from the past to evaluate
rules. Others will be short-memory types, who consider only the
recent past in their decisions. The objective function for traders
is given by

max
j

Ê�rp� �
1
Ti

�
k � 1

Ti

log�1 � ��zt � k; �j�rt � k � 1

� �1 � ��zt � k; �j��rf�. [2]

The function �(zt) represents the dynamic strategy as a function
of past information. The value Ti indicates the number of past
periods to use in choosing an optimal rule. The key issue here is
when, if ever, do the long-memory types drive out the short-
memory types.

Trading between the agents takes place every period. Given
the strategies, aggregate demand is a well defined nonlinear
function. The market is cleared nonlinearly to balance the
demand for shares with the aggregate supply of one share. After
the price is determined, the dividend is paid, agents’ consump-
tion is recorded, and the market moves on to the next period.

Computational Experiments
Benchmarks. Fig. 1 displays the results of a market simulation
consisting of traders with many different memory lengths. They
are drawn from a uniform distribution between 6 months and 20
years. Log Price displays the log of the price series, which should
have a linear trend driven by the constant dividend growth. This
trend is evident in the figure, but the prices seem to take large
deviations around this trend. Volume displays the trading volume
in units of shares traded. Because there is one share in total, a
volume of 0.1 would correspond to trading in one-tenth of the
total shares outstanding. Volume is not a large fraction of the
shares outstanding (most often it is below 5%). However, it is not
going to zero as it should if the agents’ beliefs were converging
to each other. Returns shows the returns that also demonstrate
some features of actual markets. There are large spikes corre-
sponding to large up and down moves in the market. This
movement corresponds to the well documented nongausseineity
of financial return series. Also, the volatility in the market seems
to be clumped with periods of relative calm and periods of large
activity. All of these are features of actual market returns and are
documented in further detail (20). D�P (dividend–price ratio)
compares the movements of the equity price series with its
underlying fundamental. This graph displays the annualized
D�P. This value should be a constant if there were no changes
in the underlying riskiness of the equity security, but it is clear
from the figure that large and persistent deviations occur in this
simulated market.

All these facts would be interesting on their own, but the
purpose of this article is to test their sensitivity to changes in

¶Examples of this include refs. 9–16. Many of these were foreshadowed by the pioneering
work in ref. 17. Also, the web site maintained by Leigh Tesfatsion at www.econ.iastat-
e.edu�tesfatsi�ace.htm is an important source for agent-based research in economics.
Finally, the site at www.brandeis.edu��blebaron summarizes agent-based research in
finance, and a survey of some of the early research can be found in ref. 18. Some
commentary on the construction of agent-based models is given in ref. 19. �See ref. 22 for a derivation.
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the basic assumptions. The first, and most critical, change is to
require the population of agents to be long memory. Fig. 2
presents results of an experiment restricting the agents’ mem-
ory lengths to be between 16–20 years. For comparison, the
plots are presented on the same scales as Fig. 1. The conjecture
being tested is that much of the variability, and instability, in
the market is coming from the presence of short-memory
traders. Fig. 2 generally confirms this feature. The price series

is much more stable. Trading volume is near zero except for a
few brief jumps. Returns are also generally stable with the
exception of a few jumps, and finally the D�P ratio is very close
to constant.

The values in these figures can be determined theoretically.
Estimates show that the market is approaching the theoretical
benchmark of a well defined homogeneous agent equilibrium.
Two important features should be noted. First, the agents are not

Fig. 1. Heterogeneous memory. Price, trading volume, returns, and D�P ratio (annualized) for agent memory 0.5–20 years.
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told what this equilibrium is initially, thus in the early stages of
the run the agents are actively learning their behavior. This
learning leads to the brief levels of trading volume during the
earliest periods. Second, the market is not perfect in its behavior
in the equilibrium. Agents who are using stochastic learning
algorithms will occasionally try unusual strategies, but these do
not lead to large deviations from the equilibrium. These dynam-

ics reveal information about the stability properties of the
equilibrium in a multiagent environment.

These results show a market capable of generating two very
different outcomes. One displays results looking closer to actual
financial data, and the second with only long-memory agents
reveals series that are close to a textbook market equilibrium.
The following section explores changing several other parame-

Fig. 2. Homogeneous memory. Price, trading volume, returns, and D�P ratio (annualized) for agent memory 17–20 years.
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ters that will drive the market in either direction. The parameters
are chosen to have some intuitive connection to understanding
what may be hampering social learning in the heterogeneous
agent case.

Slow Learning and Frictions. In the previous cases, half the agents
are chosen at random to reevaluate their rules. Results such as
those in (2) suggest that the speed with which adaptation is
occurring may be critical to the results. The experiments in Fig.
3 present cases where learning is slowed. The fraction of agents
adjusting their rules each period is reduced to 0.05 from 0.5 in
the previous experiments. At this much slower learning rate
the dynamics change dramatically. It is clear from the figure
that the deviations of the D�P ratio are very small, and the
returns series is much less volatile and no longer shows the
large spikes.

Because this slowing of the learning process is somewhat
arbitrary, the next experiment is to use a more economic

approach in terms of adding frictions. Fig. 4 takes the hetero-
geneous agent population used in Fig. 1 and adds a threshold to
changing rules, which can be viewed as a kind of ‘‘switching
cost,’’ although it is not exactly a cost of switching rules nor is it
exactly a transaction cost. It is in the spirit of trying to throw
some frictions into the system to slow things down. In these
experiments agents change rules only when the new rule beats
the old one by a given threshold of 10%. For example, if an agent
uses a strategy that generates annual returns of 5%, a replace-
ment strategy would have to do better than 5.5%, which is
probably close to what agents would have to consider if they were
facing true transaction costs, and it also would be consistent with
requiring some kind of statistical threshold before changing
rules.

Fig. 4 displays the returns and D�P ratios for a threshold run.
The figures reveal a market much closer to the homogeneous
long-memory case although the agent set is again drawn from 6
months to 20 years. The presence of a threshold on switching has

Fig. 3. Slow learning. Returns and D�P ratio.

Fig. 4. Switching costs. Returns and D�P ratio.
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slowed learning down enough that the agents were able to
coordinate and learn their way into the equilibrium. It is
surprising that adding some frictions yields a better performing
market. This is a very nonintuitive result for an economic model.
However, it has some connections to the policy proposals of
implementing a transaction tax on trading, often referred to as
a Tobin tax.

Summary and Conclusions
Individual agent learning in socioeconomic settings should not
be viewed in isolation. That others are adapting strategies too
leads to a coevolutionary dynamical system with many interest-
ing features. The cause of much of this interesting dynamics can
be related to the interaction between learners with differing
views of the past. Agents with a short-term perspective can both
influence the market in terms of increasing volatility, and create
a evolutionary space where they are able to thrive.

These results contrast sharply with the commonly held wisdom
in finance that ‘‘bad’’ strategies will eventually be driven out of
the market. The problem with this argument is that weakly
performing strategies are measured relative to the current
population set and not some arbitrary stationary yardstick. It is
this feature that is at the core of heterogeneous agent models and
their coevolutionary nature. These experiments go one step
further in trying to find out which aspects of the market are
keeping it from converging. Obviously, changing the population
to more long-memory types leads to a reliable convergence in
strategies, which is a useful benchmark test. However, modifying
other parameters can also have a crucial impact. Slowing rule

changes either by directly controlling the fraction of the popu-
lation updating rules or by introducing frictions also causes the
population to converge. This result is slightly nonintuitive,
because it would seem that imposing arbitrary frictions on trade
or agent decision-making should hinder market performance. A
population of slower decision makers actually does better than
faster-thinking ones. There may be some interesting connections
from this to other aspects of coevolution in economic and
technological systems where dependencies across people and
goods are great. Slowing things down may stop a kind of fruitless
adaptation against an objective that is changing so fast that
optimization is impossible.

In the early construction of agent-based models we are looking
for many things. Obviously, extensive validation and testing will
be an important part of the process, along with comparisons with
experimental results. However, agent simulations alone can give
a small or large nudge to traditional theorizing in some cases. For
financial markets it is important to realize that evolutionary
arguments for market efficiency are not robust. Also, it would
seem that very simple forms of irrationality, such as short-
memory behavior, might not be easily driven out of a market,
which suggests that in the multiagent learning world, some forms
of suboptimal, if not irrational, learning may persist for quite
some time. Also, these models may yield further counter-
intuitive results in terms of methods to stabilize, predict, or
improve on current market institutions.

I am also a faculty research fellow at the National Bureau of Economic
Research and an external faculty member at the Santa Fe Institute.
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